With the disintegration of the Zhou political system, chaos increased as the various kings were free to engage in treachery and intrigue, launching wars of conquest that saw the rise of centralized autocracy. Instead of relying on vassals to provide troops, the warring states adopted a bureaucratic system where the military was responsible directly to the king instead of the nobility. This centralization allowed the size of armies to vastly increase, and produced an escalation of war and civilian casualties. To bring harmony and peace to the war-ravaged land, many different schools of philosophies arose to advocate their visions of how society should be run, collectively called the Hundred Schools of Thought (zhuzibaijia 諸子百家).
2 In the philosophical paradigm of the time, three streams of thought were possible: attempting to reconstitute the old Zhou system in some form, accepting the new trend of centralization and justifying it, and rejecting all political systems altogether in favor of a pursuit of individual selfsufficiency. For the first kind, the two of the most important of these schools of thought were Confucianism and Mohism. 3 Confucianism and Mohism, in envisioning the restoration of peace under their versions of a new sociopolitical order, had to adapt to and be familiar with the social, political, and cultural concepts inherited from the past, which meant that the concept of Heaven (tian 天) was an important consideration for them to gain political legitimacy. From the Western Zhou dynasty onwards, all Chinese states, even after the weakening of that dynasty, had absorbed the Zhou idea that this supreme power was the one that gave the permission for a king to rule. experience a decline in harmony and prosperity with the government and the subjects he rules over due to the nature of Heaven. 10 However, how these conditions were interpreted to be satisfied was vastly different due to the fundamental differences in philosophies each had in comparison to the other. As this paper will elaborate later on, although sharing some similar In contrast to the Confucian attitude of Heaven being an ultimately unknowable supreme entity or natural order that provides political legitimacy by simply establishing principles for the ruler to follow, Mohism also embraced the idea that Heaven is a close, moral entity the rulers can consult for guidance. 26 This is due to the Mohist conception of Heaven as an entity clearly influencing reality and intended for the benefit of its chosen rulers. For Mozi, the Son of Heaven, experiencing the direct, controlling power of Tian, is a subject that is not vague, distant, baseless, and empty. To him, it is by Heaven's nature as an entity of love and direct human relevance that the various kings of yore were instated or rejected by the world, depending on their conformity Accordingly, it is written in the Mozi, "To obey the will of Heaven is to be universal and to oppose the will of Heaven is to be partial (in love). According to the doctrine of universality righteousness is the standard; in the doctrine of partiality force is the basis of government." 
